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Davenport Advisors Stock Fund 
 

April 22, 2013 

Update on the Fund:   

As of March 31, 2013, the total value of the fund was approximately $3,107,000 (before fees and expenses).  The fund was 80% 
invested in stocks, 20% in cash. We started the year at $2,953,000 (adjusted for contributions/distributions from or to LPs since 
January 1, 2013), so the value of the fund was up approximately 5.2% for the quarter.  
 
Fund Holdings by Industry: 

26.7% Apartment    14.1% Office 
8.7% Diversified REITs    8.3% Residential Related 
13.4% Hotel      22.8% Retail/Malls 
 1.1% Industrial      0.0% Retail/Strip Center 
 1.3% Mortgage REITs     3.5% Service/Operating Companies 
 

 
 

 

Top 5 Holdings: 

BXP - Boston Properties  
EQR - Equity Residential  
FNF – Fidelity National Title  
GGP - General Growth Properties 
TCO - Taubman Centers REIT  
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BXP –Did you do your Homework?  If so, you would remember: Boston Properties is Company B from the previous two Quarterly 
Reports and that “The answer is - you might buy both!” 

 

Company B (BXP) is one of the highest quality office owners in the world.  BXP has historically traded well above NAV/share but the 
stock has been trading near its NAV/share.  Since, as far as we are aware, BXP is still doing all the right things, buying them is 
appealing. 

 
EQR: Equity Residential is one of the largest owners of apartments in the US.  It owns properties in New York, Boston, Washington 
D.C., Seattle, San Francisco and Los Angeles.   EQR closed its purchase of 60% of Archstone during the quarter.  Like BXP, EQR has 
historically traded well above its NAV/share. But recently, the stock has been trading right around its NAV, which makes for an 
interesting buying opportunity.   
   
FNF:  Fidelity National Title. Davenport Partners just signed a big lease (well, a big lease for us) in our property in Riverside, the 
Towers at RiverWalk, with two of Fidelity Title’s divisions, Ticor Title and Chicago Title.  Title companies have benefited from the 
mortgage refinance boom and they should benefit from the comeback in housing that appears finally to be underway. We look at FNF 
as a proxy for owning housing stocks.   
 
GGP: General Growth Properties is the second largest mall company in the U.S.  During 2012 GGP refinanced $8 billion of property 
level debt, reducing the average interest rate paid from 5.3% to 4.2% while extending the loans to an average maturity of 9.4 years.  
It’s kind of like refinancing your house, but instead of saving a few thousand dollars per year, GGP will be saving about $88 million 
per year. 

TCO: Taubman Centers is generally considered to be the owner and manager of a portfolio of the highest quality malls in the country. 
It owns 23 Class A malls in places like New York, Los Angeles, Miami, Dallas, San Francisco, Washington D.C. and Phoenix. This is 
another large cap Class A REIT that traditionally trades well over its NAV/share but is currently trading right around its NAV/share. 
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Trading during the Quarter:  We sold SWY and CWH and reduced our holdings in MPG.   

SWY: Safeway, the debate between our partners on the West and East Coast rages on.  West does not like Safeway’s niche and thinks 
Whole Foods is killing them on the high end and Wal-Mart is cannibalizing them on the low end. East liked Safeway because they 
have great real estate and they are unlocking its value with creative deal making.  We sold the stock last year in the low twenties, 
bought the stock back in the teens, and now sold again in the twenties.   

CWH:  Commonwealth Properties, is an Office and Industrial REIT, located in Newton, Ma. CWH owns a portfolio of 304 office 
buildings and 134 industrial properties throughout the country.  It also owns significant portions of several other publicly traded 
REITs including GREIT, SIR, etc.  Commonwealth was Company A in the Homework: 

 

A little further background on Commonwealth Properties:  Most REITs have internal management in which the company has its own 
CEO, CFO, CIO and management personnel who work for the company, get paid by the company and normally have lots of stock in 
the company.  Theoretically, these managers’ interests are aligned with the shareholders.   

Commonwealth is different.  Commonwealth has no employees.  The Company is “externally advised” by RMR Management, who is 
paid fees to manage the company and the properties.  RMR gets Asset Management Fees based on the size of Commonwealth (bigger 
is better), and fees based on Acquisitions (encourages buying, not selling) and fees from property management and construction 
management.  There are huge conflicts of interest in having external management.  To make matters worse, RMR owns just 1% of 
CWH’s stock.  RMR makes a lot more money off the fees than they do from owning the stock. Their interests are not aligned with 
shareholders.  

Last Fall CWH (Company A) was trading for around $16/share.  At that time we wrote: At these Cap Rates, you are buying Company 
A’s nationwide portfolio of office buildings for just $95/sf and yielding a 10% return.  That is really quite absurd!  We have never 
been able to buy well leased office buildings in the private market at that low price/sf and at a 10% return. 

Apparently others agreed with us. On February 26th, several Activist Shareholders*, Corvex Management and Related Fund 
Management, announced that they owned 9.8% of CWH’s stock and wrote a letter to the Company’s Board stating that they believed 
the company NAV per share to be at least $40 per share.  In the letter, they also demanded that the Board immediately take steps to 
close the gap between the current stock price and its NAV per share, principally, through removing RMR as the external manager and 
replacing RMR with internal management.  
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*Activist Shareholder:  An activist shareholder uses an equity stake in a corporation to put public pressure on its management.  The 
goals of an activist shareholder include attempting to increase the shareholder value (stock price) through changes in corporate 
policy, ousting management, cost cutting, selling divisions or properties, etc.  A normal, passive investor, may spot an opportunity, an 
undervalued company, for instance, and then buy the stock and hope the stock goes up.  An Activist Shareholder spots an opportunity, 
buys a significant amount of the stock, allowing them to get the attention of management and then takes action, to try to force the stock 
to go up. 

CWH stock spiked from $16 to $22 per share on the news of the Corvex letter.  Another Activist Shareholder, Luxor Capital Group 
jumped on board and announced they owned 8% of the stock. Corvex and Related then offered to buy the company for $27 per share.   
The Commonwealth Board refused to consider the offer and instead went on to sell stock in a stock offering of 34.5 million shares at 
$19 per share, in essence, handing a windfall of $3 per share, or a $100 million instant profit, to friendly shareholders who presumably 
would agree to vote with management in fighting off the Activist Shareholders.   

RMR has made hundreds of millions in fees over the last few years managing Commonwealth.  They want to keep managing CWH 
and garnering huge fees.  Letters are flying, law suits, court battles, a lawyers’ field day! A third activist shareholder has entered the 
battle, Perry Corp., with a 5.5% stake in CWH.  The three activist shareholder groups now control approximately 23% of CWH stock.  
RMR, by contrast, owns less than 1%.  While the battle continues we decided to lock in our short term gain of about 40% and watch 
from the sidelines.  

MPG: Poor MPG, whatever happened to MPG?  At its nadir, MPG had a portfolio of 90 buildings throughout Southern California 
totaling over 15 million sf and a market capitalization of over $5 Billion (in 2007 real estate dollars, that is). Now, MPG is down to 
just 6 buildings – 5 in downtown LA and 1 in Pasadena.  Last year, MPG hired Eastdil, a preeminent real estate investment 
banker/brokerage firm, to conduct a sale process and find a buyer for MPG’s entire portfolio. Apparently that process failed.  In 
February MPG announced the sale of the US Bank Tower (formerly Library Tower) to a fund from Singapore. MPG now appears to 
be on the path of selling its remaining buildings one by one. 

The US Bank Tower is the tallest building on the West Coast, at 72 stories, and it sold for a mere $255/sf. This is NOT a good comp 
for the remaining MPG buildings. It is NOT a good comp for Downtown LA.   
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Downtown LA has always had a bad rap – despite the Disney Concert Hall and urban loft apartments being the current rage and LA 
Live and Kobe Bryant and the new Ritz Carlton Hotel and a Korean Airlines super hotel under construction and – hey - even the 
Pantry Cafe still has lines.  Is it really that bad?  Downtown LA is still in Southern California, right?  It’s somewhat near Hollywood 
where they make movies and Beverly Hills where houses sell for $50 million and there are beaches nearby with good surf. I think 
people still work there, in downtown LA, I mean.  They walk around in suits during the day, and there are clubs, fancy ones, like the 
Jonathon Club, and good restaurants and roof top bars and plazas with tables to sit at while you enjoy the sunshine with your 
Starbuck’s double shot non-fat latte. We’re not talking Detroit.   

Investors, like Sheep, feed in herds. 

If the tallest building on the West Coast, that would cost a fortune to replace, sells for $255/sf, what does that say of regular office 
buildings?  Fortunately, values and rents are specific to each sub market. In some places, like Pasadena, all of 11 miles from the US 
Bank Tower (follow the herd up the 110 Freeway), investors are in a feeding frenzy trying to buy an old tired AT&T building that is 
half vacant and has asbestos that needs to be removed from every floor.  This building seems to be worth, well, whatever price you 
need to pay to win the bidding war.  

 

The brokers were fending off the buyers.  88 investor groups toured the building! 29 qualified bids were submitted!  “Don’t even 
bother to submit a bid unless you are at $225/sf or higher!!!” 

So who cares if you have to remediate asbestos and rehab the lobby and exterior and add ADA rest rooms on every floor and deal with 
a full basement cafeteria and take huge leasing risk and then build out all the vacant space – with final project costs of $300 - $350/sf.  
Investors are falling all over themselves to take that risk with the hope that they will get a 6% or 7% return on their investment, 
someday.    
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While 11 miles away in Downtown LA, a fund from Singapore is buying the tallest building on the West Coast (asbestos free, as far as 
we know) for just $255/sf. 

But nonetheless, if the sheep aren’t feeding in Downtown LA, that’s bad for MPG.  The company has indicated they are going to sell 
their remaining buildings one by one.  And, if we project that the remaining buildings sell for less than $300/sf, that’s not good for the 
company, nor the NAV/share of the company. 

Fund Details: 

As of March 31st we owned 134,065 shares of stock in twenty six companies, with a cost basis of $2,165,292 and a market value of 
$2,362,278.  During the first quarter of 2013 the fund received dividends of $8,496. 
 
We continue to have conference calls among the partners of Davenport Partners during which we review stocks in the portfolio, 
consider new companies, review industry trends, etc.  Generally we have focused on buying good companies whose stocks are trading 
at or below their NAV/share.  Lately we have had the opportunity to buy not just good companies, but Blue Chip REITs at or below 
their NAV/share. 

Please feel free to contact us if you have any questions, would like to find out more about the fund’s holdings or have a company 
whose stock you think we should consider buying. 

Fund Philosophy 

Invest in real estate related stocks.  Real Estate Investment Trusts (REITs), Real Estate Operating Companies, Land and Natural 
Resource Companies, Hotel Companies, Banks, Lenders, Mortgage Companies, Retailers, Diversified Companies with real estate 
holdings, Construction Companies, Private Equity companies oriented toward real estate.  Investments could include special 
situations, often illiquid stocks, companies in bankruptcy, or real estate stocks not widely followed by analysts or institutions or real 
estate sectors which are currently out of favor and/or not widely traded.   

Key Information 

Inception:  August 1, 2009 
Manager:   John Davenport 
Fees:  1%; 20% performance fee with Hurdle and High Water Mark  
Minimum Investment:  $10,000 initially, no minimum for additional investments  
Timing:  Initial and additional investments submitted at any time become effective at beginning of the next quarter 
Liquidity:  Withdrawals at year-end  
Broker:  Charles Schwab & Co. 

Disclaimer  

Past performance is not an Indicator of future performance. Please read the subscription materials before Investing. 

 


